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I. Background
Purchasing Cards, or P-Cards, are a form of credit card, which facilitate decentralized purchasing
for routine, emergency, convenience, and small purchases. The P-Cards avoid a longer
"purchase order" cycle, which for some situations and vendors is not practical. Credit is extended
by card issuer Bank of America to MARTA, rather than the employee. Pursuant to this system,
personnel are empowered to make decisions to purchase goods or services, with after-the-fact
supervisory approval.
As of June 30, 2010 (the end of its fiscal year 2010) the Authority had approximately 140 P-Card
holders. The aggregate fiscal year 2010 expenditure on P-Cards was approximately S2.6 million,
in over 13,000 individual transactions. The number of P-Cards, and level of P-Card spending, is
down significantly from prior years, pursuant to a conscious effort by MARTA to centralize more
purchasing and reduce reliance on P-Cards. To add perspective, we understand that the annual
procurement budget is approximately $250 million, and therefore P-Cards represent about 1% of
the annual purchasing of the Authority.
The policies and procedures governing P-Cards are addressed in the Authority's Procedure:
Purchasing Card ("P-Card Procedure").
The Executive Assistant to the MARTA General Manager / CEO ("GM") was terminated on
August 24,2010, for incurring personal charges on her P-Card, contrary to P-Card Procedure.
PwC was engaged by the MARTA Board of Directors in September 2010 to assist the board in its
investigation and analysis of certain issues related to the use of MARTA P-Cards. We have:
1. Conducted an investigation to gather facts surrounding the alleged violation of Authority
policies in connection with the use of an Authority-issued P-Card by the Assistant to the GM;
2. Analyzed activity on other Authority issued P-Cards and credit cards, and evaluated whether
Authority policies and procedures have been followed; and
3
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3.

Evaluated MARTA's policies and procedures with respect to P-Cards and credit cards, the
compliance with such policies and procedures, and made recommendations for
improvements.

II.

Evaluation of the GM's Assistant's P-Card Activity
A. Procedures Performed
In order to investigate the facts and circumstances surrounding the alleged violation of
P-Card policies by the GM's Assistant, we performed the following procedures:
>

Interviewed the following MARTA personnel (listed in alphabetical order):
Davis Allen, Assistant General Manager ("AGM") and Chief Financial Officer
Nnennaya C. Anyaebosi, Special Projects Auditor
Ted Basta, Chief, Business Support Services
Cynthia Beasley, Director of Accounting
Lisa DeGrace, Director, Contracts & Procurement Materials
Rip Dentamore, Project Manager, Supply Chain Management
Chris Dorsey, Special Projects
Dwight Ferrell, Deputy General Manager
Pam Foster, Purchase Card Administrator
Ben Graham, AGM Information Technology
Forrest Graham, Legal Intern, assigned to GM's staff
Lila Herron, Information Technology Analyst
Jonnie Keith, AGM Internal Audit
4
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Donna Morgan, Assistant P-Card Administrator
Liz O'Neill, AGM Legal Services
Gary Pritchett, AGM Contracts, Procurement, Materials and Administrative Services
Charles Pursley, General Counsel
Dr. Beverly Scott, GM and CEO
Michael Sule, Purchasing Card Supervisor
B.K. Trivedi, Manager of IT Audit
Russell Walker, Supervisor of Accounting
KC Worku, Manager of Operational Audit

>

Analyzed the relevant policies and procedures.

>

Gathered and analyzed other documents such as P-Card approval forms, email
correspondence, receipts, P-Card transaction reports, and P-Card Administration
review reports.

>

The WORKS system is Bank of America's proprietary electronic P-Card recordkeeping
system, to which users like MARTA have access. We obtained from WORKS a report
of the GM's Assistant's P-Card charges during the period from February 2008 to August
2009.

>

Evaluated each of the charges and the supporting documents (where available) that
were provided.

>

Discussed the transactions with MARTA personnel to gain additional information about
the nature of the expenditures.
5
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Based on our analysis, we categorized the transactions as follows:

>

a.

Transactions which, based on the available documentation and representations
from MARTA personnel, appear to be related to Authority business;

b.

Those transactions for which, due to a lack of supporting documentation or other
information, the business purpose can not be determined. Many of these
transactions were with similar vendors to those transactions with a documented
business purpose; and

c.

Transactions which, based on available information, do not appear to be related to
Authority business.

B. Findings & Observations
1. Summary of Kev Events
The GM's Assistant used her P-Card from February 2008 (soon after her employment at
MARTA commenced) until the card was suspended in August 2009. In addition to
purchasing much of the GM's travel, the GM's Assistant also purchased employee meals
for working sessions, office supplies, travel arrangements for herself and other
employees, books and other miscellaneous items.
P-Card use is governed by the P-Card Procedure. Some of the relevant sections are
included below.
>

Section D.1 of the P-Card Procedure defines the Approving Official duties. Selected
duties include:

6
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"...the
e MARTA Offficial (AGM) responsible
e for approvin
ng the selecttion of
emplloyees and the card...llimits..."
"...De
elegate autho
ority to review
w and approv
ve Cardholde
der's Reconciiliation
Pack
kage... to Diirector [or] Manager..."
M
"
"...Take appropria
ate disciplina
ary action wh
hen incidents
s of card abu
use are
found
d..."
>

Section D.2. defines the
e Authorizing
g Official and
d related resp
ponsibilities. Selected
duties include:
a.

"... Th
he MARTA Diirector...resp
ponsible for selecting
s
and
d designating
g employees
s
to be Cardholderrs and dete
ermining....s
spending lim
mits..."

b.

"...Rev
view and app
prove the Ca
ardholder's [M
Monthly Rec
conciliation Package]
P
to
verify
y all transactiions were ne
ecessary and
d in accordan
nce with the
ese
proce
edures..."

c.
>

"... Re
eport any abu
use..."

Section D. 4 defines The
e Purchase Card
C
Adminiistrator ("PC
CA") and rela
ated
responsibilities. Selec
cted duties include:
•

"... Mo
onitor and ov
versee daily
y aspects of the
t Card pro
ogram..."

•

"... Pro
rovide trainin
ng..."

•

"... Co
onduct... des
sk audit of alll files annuallly..."

We note
ed the follow
wing with res
spect to the implementation of these procedures as it relates
to the GM's
G
Assisttant's P-Carrd:
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> A key interna
al control forr P-Card use
e is the month
hly supervisory-level rev
view made by
y
t "Authorizing Official." In the case
the
e of the GM's
s Assistant, no such perrson was
a
appointed,
allowing un
nmonitored spending to
t occur.
> The
T initial iss
suance of th
he GM's Assiistant's P-Ca
ard was apprroved by the CFO as
"
"Approving
Official."
O
The
e CFO indica
ated that he didn't
d
intend to be respon
nsible for
r
reviewing
an
nd approving
g the GM's Assistant's
A
c
card
activity. The CFO did not
d
designate
an
a Authorizing Official..
> Interviews
I
with
w the PCA indicate that the typical procedure where
w
no Autthorizing
O
Official
is de
esignated is to
t assume th
he Approving Official wis
shes to serv
ve in both
c
capacities,
or
o follow-up with
w the App
proving Offic
cial for clarific
cation. In thiis instance,
n
neither
occu
urred. The Pu
urchase Carrd Maintenan
nce Form, prepared by the
t CFO, we
ent
t the PCA, who
to
w perform
ms the accou
unt data entrry in the WORKS system
m. Interviews
s
w the PCA
with
A indicate sh
he was awarre that the GM
M's Assistan
nt reported to
o the GM an
nd
n to the CF
not
FO. She furtther assume
ed that the GM
G would no
ot review her Assistant's
s
m
monthly
actiivity. If an Au
uthorizing Offficial is not inputted
i
into
o the WORKS
S system, it
a
automaticall
ly defaults to
o the PCA, an
nd this is wh
hat happened
d in the case
e of the GM's
s
A
Assistant.
> The
T P-Card Procedure
P
a
also
requires
s that the Carrdholder sub
bmit a Recon
nciliation
P
Package
to the
t Authorizing Official within
w
five da
ays after the billing cycle
e ends. This
p
package
sho
ould contain
n (i) a listing of
o the purch
hases genera
ated by the WORKS
W
s
system,
(ii) the
t statemen
nt, (iii) origina
al receipts, and
a (iv) an Approval
A
Forrm to be
s
signed
by Cardholder
C
and Authorrizing Officiial.
> The
T GM's As
ssistant did not
n prepare the
t required Reconciliation Package
es, except for
o package
one
e in July 200
09. The PCA identified th
his noncomp
pliance as ea
arly as July
2
2008.
Once the
t GM's As
ssistant's no
oncomplianc
ce was identiified, escalattion of the
m
matter
within
n the Procurrement depa
artment was not timely. Interviews with
w the
8
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personnel involved indicated that an unacceptable deference to positions of authority
was a contributing factor to the protracted nature of this issue.
> The P-Card Procedure also provides for request-based audits by the Office of
(Internal) Audit to ensure that only authorized purchases are being made. Internal
Audit was informed that the GM's Assistant did not provide her Reconciliation
Packages as required by P-Card Procedure, and thus included her in its audit
commenced in the summer of 2009. The GM's Assistant did not provide her
Reconciliation Packages to Audit. The 2009 Internal Audit of the P-Card expenditures
has not been issued as of the date of this report.
> On or about July 2009, the Chief of Business Support Services reviewed and
approved the GM's Assistant's Reconciliation Package for the billing cycle ended July
15,2009.
> The GM's Assistant's P-Card was suspended in August 2009 by the PCA, for her
failure to provide her Reconciliation Packages as required by the policy. There was
no documented personnel action when the GM's Assistant's P-Card was suspended.
"""■p >

The Chief of Business Support Services was notified of the card suspension by
email in September 2009. The GM was not notified until August 2010.

> After the card was suspended, the PCA department continued to request the
pre-suspension Reconciliation Packages over a period of several months.
> According to interviews with the Chief of Business Support Services, he asked the
GM's Assistant for receipts on several occasions, culminating in personal attempts to
locate receipts in the employee's office in August 2010, at which time four Enterprise
Rent-A-Car transactions were identified which did not appear related to MARTA
business.

9
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> The Chief of Business
s Support Services asked
d the AGM off Procurement to researc
ch
the Enterp
prise Rent-A
A-Car transac
ctions. The AGM
A
of Proc
curement ind
dicated he wa
as
able to obttain a receip
pt-from the ve
endor, which
h reflected th
he GM's Ass
sistant's
signature.. PwC unders
stands that the
t Chief of Business
B
Se
ervices inform
med the GM of
the Enterrprise activity in Augus
st 2010.
> We unders
stand that th
he GM confro
onted her As
ssistant, and
d unable to obtain
o
a
satisfactorry response regarding th
he Enterprise
e charges, im
mmediately te
erminated th
he
Assistantt
> No statem
ment was obta
ained from th
he GM's Ass
sistant in con
nnection with
h her dismiss
sal.
We were unable
u
to arrrange an inte
erview with the
t GM's Ass
sistant.
2.

Analysis off P-Card Ac
ctivity
Ba
ased on the procedures we performe
ed, our findin
ngs regardin
ng the activity
y on the GM''s
Assistant's P-Card
P
are as
a follows:
> The follow
wing table su
ummarizes th
he charges on
o the GM's Assistant's
A
P
P-Card
durin
ng
the period
d February 20
008 through
h August 200
09, when the card was su
uspended:
Table 1
D
Description

Number of
Transacttions

Amount

Books

19

S

1,18
89.18

Meals

108

20,63
36.16

Mis
scellaneous
s costs

41

6,95
52.41

Office supplies
s

123

11,68
84.78
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Travel - GM

80

29,852.17

Travel - GM's Assistant

17

8,519.29)
t

Travel - Other MARTA employees
Total

64

25.669.80

432

S104.503.79

> As depicted in the table above, a large portion ($64,041 or 61%) of the total charges
related to travel for the GM, the GM's Assistant and other MARTA employees.
> The next largest category of expenditures is meals, which represents $20,636, or
20% of the total expenditures. While some of the meal charges relate to catering for
specific events, many relate to meals brought in to MARTA offices and consumed by
employees during long meetings that run through meal time and sometimes after
normal business hours.
> We grouped the transactions on the GM's Assistant's P-Card into the following
categories:
a. Transactions which, based on the available documentation and representations
from MARTA personnel, appear to be related to Authority business;
b. Those transactions for which, due to a lack of supporting documentation or other
information, the business purpose can not be determined. Many of these
transactions were with similar vendors to those transactions with a documented
business purpose; and
c. Transactions which, based on available information, do not appear to be related
to Authority business.

11
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The following table shows the number and dollar amount of the transactions in each
category:
Table 2

Description
Transactions which appear to be related to
Authority business

Number of
Transactions
400

Amount
$ 96,115.49

Those transactions for which the business
purpose can not be determined

40

4,788.42

Transactions which, based on available
information available, do not appear to be
related to Authority business

12

3.599.88

452

SI 04,503.79

Total

>

As indicated above, there are 12 transactions, totalling $3,600 (including the 4 charges
to Enterprise totalling $2,548) which, based on the information received to-date, do not
appear to be related to MARTA business. These transactions are listed in the table
below.
Table 3

Purchase
Date

Vendor

Item Price

Comments

4/30/08 Enterprise Rent-A-Car

$ 701.45 Personal Expense

6/9/08 Enterprise Rent-A-Car

1,220.51 Personal Expense

6/16/08 Enterprise Rent-A-Car

500.00 Personal Expense

7/1/08 Enterprise Rent-A-Car

125.52 Personal Expense
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8/22/08 Borders Books 01005339

10/29/08 See Sees Candies MO
4/5/09

Borders BKS&MU01003839

5/2/09

Hudson News SEA TAC AR

5/2/09 Best Buy

00004705

5/14/09 CITGO 58

Q39

5/29/09 Hilton Hotels Deposit
2/6/09 Center For Competitive
Sub-Total

148.17 According to the receipt one book
appears to be non-business related.
The cost of this book was S7.96
117.98 No Documentation
137.65 According to the receipt one book
appears to be non-business related.
The cost of this book was $16.79.
51.31 No documentation
254.99 No documentation
25.39 Gas purchase; no related rental car; no
documentation regarding business
purpose.
298.98 No documentation
279.00 No documentation
$3,860.95

Adjustments for portion of book
purchases that were business related:
August 2006 Borders Book Purchase
April 2009 Borders Book Purchase
Net purchases that do not appear to be
related to Authority business

(140.21) ($148.17 less $7.96)
M20.86) ($137.65 less $16.79)
S3.599.88
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3.

Other Observations on P-Card Activity
> The GM's Assistant's individual charge limit was $3,000; one transaction for $3,740
was divided into two individual charges to avoid the $3,000 per-transaction spending
limit.1 Splitting purchases to circumvent the single purchase limit is expressly
prohibited by the P-Card Procedure.
> Separate from the requirement to prepare monthly Reconciliation Packages,
individuals are also required to complete an Expense Report for Authority related
travel. The Expense Report can contain a combination of credit card, P-Card, cash
advances and payments, and government per diem rates.
> $4,517 of charges related to the GM's Assistant's travel was not traceable to any of
her Expense Reports. The charges were otherwise supported by documentation and
explanations regarding the nature of the travel.
> $29,852 of the GM's travel expenses were paid by the GM's Assistant's P-Card. Of
this amount, $11,851, in 41 individual charges, could not be traced the GM's
Expense Reports. The charges were otherwise supported by documentation and
explanations regarding the nature of the travel. The GM's Assistant was responsible
for the compilation of the GM's Expense Report. The AGM of Internal Audit is
responsible for the review of the GM's Expense Reports prior to these reports being
submitted to the MARTA Chairman for final approval. This failure to include all travel
related charges in the GM's expense reports limited the Board's oversight control.

1

A similar issue related to another employee was cited in a 2006 Internal Audit Report.
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4.

Analysts of GM Credit Card Activity
During our work, PwC became aware that the GM's Assistant also had the ability to make
purchases using the GM's Authority credit card. We understand that the credit card does
not fall under the purview of the procurement department.
MARTA has authorized a VISA credit card with a $50,000 credit limit for its GM, issued
through Bank of America. During the period we analyzed, the card was most typically
used for the GM's travel, but books and Authority working meals were also part of the
monthly purchases. At the end of each monthly credit card cycle, the GM's Assistant
compiled a Credit Card Detail Form, summarizing the monthly activity and business
purpose. The AGM of Internal Audit reviews the credit card transactions, and the CFO
approves the credit card payment, which is made by the Authority.
We were told that the GM's Assistant had a photo copy of the GM's credit card.
Procedures Performed with respect to the GM's credit card
We requested credit card statements for the period from January 2009 to September
2010, and evaluated the credit card transactions by analyzing the supporting
documentation and Expense Reports.
Findings & Observations
>

During the period from January 2009 to September 20102, we identified the following:
(i) Thirty-one (31) instances, totalling 52,585, in which travel expenses could not be
traced to one of the GM's Expense Reports.

2

Except with respect to tracing purchases to the GM's Expense Reports, in which case we tested the
period January 2009 to June 2010.
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(ii) Of thes
se travel expe
enses, there
e were 8 insta
ances, totalling S733, wh
hich did not
have re
eceipts on file. The availa
able informa
ation from th
he credit card
d statements
s
indicatted these we
ere most like
ely business related expe
enses for item
ms such as
check
ked bag fees
s.
(iii) There were
w
19 insta
ances of cha
arges for foo
od and book
ks, totalling $1,662,
$
which
h
did nott have receip
pts on file. The food and book charg
ges were gen
nerally
consis
stent with oth
her supported
d charges an
nd were cons
sistent with the GM's poliicy
of prov
viding food
d for workin
ng meetings
s.
> There were
e several ins
stances in wh
hich late pay
yment fees were
w
incurred
d for failure to
t
timely pay
y the credit ca
ard bill. We understand
u
that the GM''s card was temporarily
t
deactivated by the issu
uer at one po
oint for non--payment. In
nterviews witth accountin
ng
staff indica
ated late pay
yments were
e the result of
o the GM's assistant
a
failiing to provid
de
accounting
g with the ap
pproved state
ement packa
age on a timely basis.
> Other than
n the observa
ations identiffied above, th
he GM's cred
dit card activ
vity indicated
d: (i)
travel appe
eared to be related
r
to Au
uthority busiiness; (ii) purchases of books
b
and
publication
ns had conte
ent broadly consistent
c
wiith Authority
y business; and
a (iii)
employee meals were purchased from
f
vendors
s within prox
ximity of MA
ARTA
headquarters, and the food quantities were co
onsistent witth the GM's practice
p
of
providing food for sm
mall groups
s during len
ngthy meetin
ngs.
> Based on the
t procedures performe
ed, we did no
ot identify an
ny personal charges on the
t
GM's credit card, with the exceptio
on of hotel ro
oom service
e charges, wh
hich were
adjusted as
a described
d below. MAR
RTA typically reimburse
es travel mea
als using
government per diem rates. There
efore these room
r
service
e charges we
ere properly
y
deducted from
f
the allo
owable per diem
d
rates in calculating and reimbursing the GM
M's
travel cos
sts.
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III. Evaluation of Activity on Other P-Cards
A. Background
As of June 30,2010, there were approximately 140 Authority issued P-Cards, with a fiscal
2010 expenditure of over $2.6 million, in over 13.000 individual transactions conducted with
over 1,400 vendors.
The Authority has experienced at least six historical incidents in recent years by
Cardholders:
•

Three employees (including the GM's Assistant) have been dismissed from the
Authority for personal use of their P-Cards.

•

Two employees were identified for inadvertent personal use of the P-Card; the
employees reimbursed the Authority.

•

One employee's P-Card privileges were suspended for allegedly using the P-Card to
make capital expenditures.

In April 2010, a PCA audit of IT department purchases for the period January 2009 to
February 2010 raised several questions, including, among other things: purchases of capital
assets which were believed to be in violation of the P-Card Procedure that prohibited the use
of P-Cards to purchase such items, and the purchase of assets with questionable business
necessity.
Three individuals in the IT department had a P-Card as of September 1, 2010. One of these
individuals in the IT department had the largest dollar volume of P-Card spending in the
MARTA organization. Larger expenditure categories included: travel, education and

(

certifications, and computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices. This individual's
card was suspended as a result of the audit.
17
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B.

Procedures Performed
In order to evaluate whether the P-Card Procedure was being followed by P-Card holders
other than the GM's Assistant, we performed the following procedures:
>

Due to the high volume of transactions, it was not practical to perform a detailed
evaluation of all individual P-Card charges.

>

Obtained an electronic listing of the Authority P-Card transactions for (i) fiscal year
ended 2010. and (ii) the interim period from July 1 to September 17,2010, from the
WORKS system. PwC scanned the list of vendors for obvious non-Authority vendors,
known upscale food vendors, unusual vendors or unusual amounts.

>

Selected eleven other non-IT P-Cardholders and requested and analyzed one monthly
Reconciliation Package for each for supporting documentation and Authorizing Official
approval.

>

Obtained and analyzed documentation from the annual PCA desk audits for fiscal 2009.

>

Obtained an understanding of the PCA Audit of IT P-Cards, including the related
findings and responses from IT department personnel.

>

Analyzed a sample of IT P-Card purchases, primarily made by the Cardholder in the IT
department whose card was suspended.

>

Selected a sample of IT related equipment for physical inspection.
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C.

Find
dings and Observation
O
ns
Base
ed on the pro
ocedures performed, we have the folllowing findin
ngs and obse
ervations:
>

W noted ove
We
er 500 instan
nces (out of more
m than 13,000 transa
actions) in fisscal 2010 in
w
which
various
s Cardholderrs did not com
mplete the purchase desscription in the WORKS
syystem, as re
equired by th
he P-Card Prrocedures. This
T entry is the
t primary and
c
contemporan
neous record
d of the reaso
on for, and description
d
o the purcha
of,
ase.

>

W noted tha
We
at many Auth
horizing Officcials did not complete
c
the
e electronic signoff
s
within
n the
m
mandatory
10
0-day deadline expresse
ed by the P-C
Card Proced
dure, and/or did
d not execcute
a electronic
an
c signoff at all.

>

C
Certain
Autho
orizing Officia
als did not co
omplete the manual sign
noff of month
hly Approval
F
Forms
within the mandato
ory 10-day deadline
d
requ
uired by the P-Card Proccedure.

>

C
Certain
recurrring vendorss were used for Authorityy business purposes,
p
bu
ut could also
p
provide
an op
pportunity forr personal pu
urchases tha
at could go undetected
u
a
absent
rigorous
a timely rev
and
view by the Authorizing
A
Official (for example,
e
Be
est Buy, The Apple Store
e,
A
Amazon,
an
nd food vendors, such as Publix and
a Jason'ss Deli)

>

W respect to the eleven monthly Reconciliation
With
R
n Packages we selected
d for testing, the
t
p
packages
inc
cluded receip
pts, descriptio
ons of busine
ess purpose
e and approvval signatures.
T approvalls for nine off the eleven, however, were
The
w
dated be
eyond the 10
0-day period
d
a
allowed
by the
t P-Card Procedure.

>

B
Based
on ourr analysis of the
t documentation from the annual PCA
P reviewss for fiscal 20
009,
w found the
we
e following::

This docu
ument was pre
epared solelyy for the use an
nd benefit of MARTA
M
and is not intende
ed for reliance
e by
anyy other person
n.

■

The PCA
P reviewss indicate tha
at, with the exception
e
of the GM's Asssistant,
Cardho
olders were generally
g
pro
oviding montthly Reconcilliation Packa
ages with
receip
pts, explana
ations and required
r
approvals.

•

In som
me cases, the
e PCA quesstioned the nature
n
of certtain expendittures, but the
e
Cardho
olders were able
a to provid
de additiona
al information
n as necessa
ary. It appearrs
that the
e communica
ation was be
etween the PCA
P and Carrdholder and
d that the
Authorrizing Officials were no
ot involved these discu
ussions.

Observa
ations Spec
cific to the IT
T Departme
ent
As mentioned in the background
d section abo
ove, in April 2010,
2
the PC
CA audit of IT
T departmen
nt
purchase
es for the pe
eriod Januaryy 2009 to Fe
ebruary 2010
0 raised certtain question
ns about the
nature off the purchas
ses.

Based on the pro
ocedures perrformed, we have the following finding
gs

and obsservations;
>

The IT AGM
M responded
d to the proccurement department, ind
dicating his position
p
that IT
purchases of computerr hardware and
a software
e deemed ca
apital assetss were exempt
from the po
olicy prohibitting capital expenditures
e
s using the P-Card.
P
The IT AGM also
addressed the specific questioned charges by stating
s
that the charges were
w approvved
by him and
d funded from
m the approvved budget. The IT AGM
M also descrribed the
business purpose
p
of each questioned item
m.

>

PwC understands that the individua
al with the highest spend
ding was the designated IT
procureme
ent specialistt during that period, and generally pllaced orderss on behalf of
o
others, rath
her than making indepen
ndent purchasing decisions. This ind
dividual's ca
ard
activity was
s approved by
b the IT AG
GM, who wass the same person
p
who requested
r
m
many
of the purchases. PwC
C found the fo
ollowing with
h respect to purchases
p
m
made
on thiss
P-Card:
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o

The purchases were generally well supported with receipts, descriptions and
written authorization forms.

o

In one case, contrary to the P-Card Procedure, another employee signed for the
Technology Analyst's P-Card purchase of food on December 22,2009. The
receipt was on file, the purchase approved by the IT AGM, and the business
purpose stated in the WORKS system. This was explained as an isolated a
convenience case in which the card was used to purchase food for a meeting.

o

The Technology Analyst's August and September 2010 Reconciliation
Packages were not approved by the IT AGM as of October 25, 2010, contrary to
P-Card Procedure, but we understand the IT AGM was on medical leave at those
times.

o

An iPad for the GM was authorized by the IT AGM and purchased by the
Technology Analyst on August 3, 2010. The GM refused the device because she
did not request it. Discussion with the IT AGM indicated this was an attempt to
provide latest technology to the GM, at a reduced cost relative to a traditional
laptop. The iPad was returned to the IT AGM and was located in his office.

>

Another IT department P-Cardholder purchased a DVD of a popular movie in order to
test a system for communication in the Board Room. This DVD was located in the IT
AGM's office.

>

We interviewed the IT AGM about selected IT related P-Card purchases. The IT
AGM represented that:
o

Spending on travel and other costs associated with employee education and
training is necessary to retain and develop the personnel to adequately fulfil the
expectations of the IT department.
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o

IT is the purchasing authority for IT related hardware and software for the
Authority (other than mobile phones).

c

Although the standard technology platform of the Authority is Microsoft based
PCs, The IT AGM indicated that the marketing department prefers Apple
Macintosh hardware and software for certain functions, and his department needs
to support this technology. He also believes MARTA has the need to stay abreast
of, and test new technology. Based on these needs. The IT department made
several purchases of Apple hardware and software (including MacBooks, iPads
and iPhones).

o

Premium priced headsets (one of the purchases cited by the PCA audit) were
required for IT personnel that need to communicate on their cell phones from
noisy locations, such as MARTA platforms.

>

PwC selected 21 pieces of IT related equipment purchased with a P-Card, and
attempted to physically locate the items. PwC was able to physically examine all but
four of these items. The remaining items were two DVD players, one MacBook
computer, and a desktop scanner. We were shown two DVD players and a MacBook,
but were unable to definitively determine if those were the ones associated with the
P-Card charges we selected. The scanner was not located. A lack of a clear process
for documenting and tracking the assignment of equipment to individuals impeded our
ability to determine the existence of such assets, or if they were being used for
authority business.

This document was prepared solely for the use and benefit of MARTA and is not intended for reliance by
any other person.
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IV.

Summary of Kev Findings
The following is a summary of our key findings detailed in this report:
>

There was a complete failure of the internal controls with respect to the GM's
Assistant's P-Card. This failure allowed personal expenditures to go undetected for
over two years.

>

While the majority (approximately 92%) of the charges on the GM's Assistant's P-Card
appear to be related to Authority business, the lack of supporting documentation for
the remaining charges makes if very difficult, and in some cases impossible, to
determine if those charges were for legitimate business purposes.

>

There were 12 transactions, totalling $3,600 which, based on the information received
to-date, do not appear to be related to MARTA business.

>

Certain aspects of the P-Card Procedure are ambiguous and / or confusing and
therefore misunderstood by the Cardholders and those responsible for monitoring the
program.

>

Despite this potential for misunderstanding of the procedures, based on the work we
performed, it appears that most Cardholders and their Authorizing Officials generally
do comply with the procedures.

>

The record keeping, and in certain instances, timeliness, with respect to the GM's
credit card was inadequate and must be improved.

>

The GM's Expense Reports did not include all travel related expenses.

>

The IT department does not adequately track the assignment of portable electronic
devices such as notebook computers, iPads and iPhones.
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IV.

Recommendations for Improvements in the P-Card Policies and Procedures
Based on the procedures performed and related findings and observations detailed in this
report, we have several recommendations for MARTA to consider regarding improvements
to the P-Card policies and procedures.
>

The Authority should continue to rationalize the number of P-Cards and types of
purchases they can be used for. Many of the P-Card purchases we observed could
potentially be done on a centralized basis, including office supplies and printer ink. In
addition, the Authority may be able open a charge account with local restaurants that
could send invoices to be paid by accounts payable.

>

Many of the issues discussed in this report were not the result of inadequate policies,
but rather that the policies were not followed. In addition, there was a lack of
accountability for this failure to follow the policies. Whatever the revised policies and
procedures are, there needs to be more effective implementation of the policies
including:
o

Effective training of Cardholders, those responsible for reviewing approving the
purchases, PCA's and internal auditors;

>

o

More effective monitoring of expenditures and compliance with the policies; and

o

Formalized procedures for escalating violations and disciplining offenders.

The Authority should undertake a comprehensive review of the P-Card program to
identify the Cardholders, their credit limits, and the individual responsible for reviewing
and approving the Cardholder's purchases.

>

There exists widespread misunderstanding of the P-Card terminology for "Authorizing
Official" and "Approving Official." To avoid ambiguities and misunderstandings, we
recommend updating the procedures and forms using more user-friendly
nomenclature.
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>

The currentt Purchase Card
C
Mainten
nance Form does not req
quire naming
g an Authorizing
Official (mo
onthly review
wer). We reco
ommend the
e form be red
designed to formally
designate th
he person re
esponsible fo
or reviewing and
a approvin
ng the month
hly P-Card
charges off each Card
dholder.

>

The Authorrity should co
onsider cons
solidating the arrangeme
ent and purchase of all trravel
to a small number
n
of individuals or an external travel agent,, in addition,, more detaile
ed
records sho
ould be main
ntained such
h as detailed hotel receip
pts and airlin
ne receipts,
itineraries and boardiing passes..

>

The Authorrity should co
onsider rede
esigning and
d enhancing the way thatt P-Card
purchases are monitore
ed and auditted. For exam
mple, ongoin
ng analysis of
o the spending
to identify trrends and ou
utliers such as
a spending patterns by person, recu
urring vendo
ors,
categories of purchase
es, etc. This data
d
analysis
s could iden
ntify opportu
unities for
establishing
g contracts with
w preferre
ed vendors, as
a well as id
dentify risks areas
a
that
should be subject
s
to clo
oser review or
o audit. Con
ntinuous mo
onitoring and
d risk-based
auditing on
n a more freq
quent basis will
w be a morre effective use
u of the lim
mited resourc
ces
in the PCA
A group and
d Internal Au
udit.

>

Our intervie
ews indicate
ed the lack off a formal pro
ocess to rep
port Cardhold
der terminatiions
and transfe
ers to the PC
CA, so that P--Cards can be
b collected, cancelled, or
o the spend
ding
limits and Authorizing
A
Official upda
ated as nece
essary. The P-Card Proc
cedure place
es
this respon
nsibility with the
t Authorizzing Official, which
w
should be more co
onsistently
followed; ho
owever, we also
a
recomm
mend that the
e Human Res
sources dep
partment no
otify
the PCA off terminatio
ons and tran
nsfers.

>

For all meals, the busin
ness purpose
e and names
s of individua
als in attendance should
d be
recorded.

>

Procedures
s should be implemented
i
d that ensure
e that all trav
vel related ex
xpenses are
included in
n the Expen
nse Reports
s.
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>

Internal Audit should not approve the GM's credit card spending unless all
transactions are supported by original receipts and explanations of the business
purpose.

>

The GM's credit card limit ($50,000) should be lowered.

>

The Authority should consider whether it is appropriate for the person who is directing
his or her subordinate to purchase items on a P-Card to also be charged with
reviewing and approving the monthly expenditures (as is the case in the IT
department).

>

When capital assets such as computer hardware and other electronics are purchased,
the Cardholder and Authorizing Official should maintain comprehensive, auditable
records of the transaction, including business purpose, serial number of the item, and
to whom the asset was assigned. This information should also be formally
communicated to the appropriate accounting department staff, so that the assets can
be properly tracked and accounted for.

>

We noted that the Authority has purchased laptops and other portable computer
hardware such as iPhones, smart pens and iPads. Such devices inherently pose a
greater risk for loss, theft, or personal use. We understand that Authority employees
have lost or misplaced laptops in prior years. PwC recommends the Authority closely
monitor the growth in portable devices, and institute appropriate control measures,
such as a way to track to whom the device was assigned, asset tagging, periodic
physical inventories, and Authority-established password protection system, allowing
• only the designated employee to log on to the computer. The Authority should also
ensure that it has adequate policies and training regarding the safeguarding of
sensitive electronic information.
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It has been our pleasure assisting you with this project. If you have any questions or would like to
further discuss the contents of this report, please let us know.
Very truly yours,

%UA4^9^^*^^^^C'^

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
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